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1. Introduction

This file demos the use of ProcRespEvalEq, available through the
dljslib package using the satisfyEq option.

The ProcRespEvalEq is not based on random point generation, as
all the other exerquiz functions are. Here, the user enters numerical
data, the function then verifies the data entered satisfies the given
equation.

The role of CorrAns has changed. If the equation is F (x, y) =
G(x, y), then F (x, y) − G(x, y) should be passed as the CorrAns vari-
able. The function ProcRespEvalEq obeys the value of epsilon but
ignores the number of iterations ({1} below), and the domain of the
variables \viidna below; however, these fields need to be nonempty.
In the latter case, using the special command \viidna works as a
placeholder for the domain specification. The oComp parameter is
also ignored.

For either of the two response functions ProcRespEvalEqList or
ProcRespEvalEqListNonZero a semicolon delimited list of ordered
pairs is expected. If you want the student to give k ordered pairs,
pass ‘k;F-G’ as the CorrAns argument, see problems 4 and 5.



2. The quiz

The answers to each of the following problems are ordered n-
tuples: (x, y) or (x, y, z), for example (1, 2) or (1, 2, 3).

The first two problems use the ProcRespEvalEq response function.

1. (1pt) Enter a point that lies on the line 2x + 3y = 6, one such
point is

2. (1pt) Enter a point on the plane 2x + 3y + z = 6, one such point
is

The next problem uses the ProcRespEvalEqNonZero response func-
tion, a variation on ProcRespEvalEq. Here, we require all entries to
be nonzero.

3. (1pt) Enter a point that lies on the line 2x + 3y = 6, one such
point is

The next two problems use response function ProcRespEvalEqList
and ProcRespEvalEqListNonZero. Here the student must enter mul-
tiple points separated by a semicolon (;).



4. (2pts) List two points that are on the plane 2x + 3y + z = 6.
Separate your answers with a semi-colon, eg, (1,2,3);(4,5,6).
Zero entries are allowed.

5. (2pts) List two points that are on the plane 2x + 3y + z = 6.
Separate your answers with a semicolon, eg, (1,2,3);(4,5,6).
No entry is allowed to be zero.

Answers:
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\maketitle

\section{Introduction}

This file demos the use of \texttt{ProcRespEvalEq}, available
through the \textsf{dljslib} package using the \texttt{satisfyEq} option.

The \texttt{ProcRespEvalEq} is not based on random point generation, as
all the other \textsf{exerquiz} functions are. Here, the user enters
numerical data, the function then verifies the data entered satisfies the
given equation.

The role of \texttt{CorrAns} has changed. If the equation is $ F(x,y) =
G(x,y) $, then $ F(x,y) - G(x,y) $ should be passed as the
\texttt{CorrAns} variable. The function \texttt{ProcRespEvalEq} obeys the
value of \texttt{epsilon} but ignores the number of iterations (\verb!{1}!
below), and the domain of the variables \cs{viidna} below; however, these
fields need to be nonempty. In the latter case, using the special command
\cs{viidna} works as a placeholder for the domain specification. The
\texttt{oComp} parameter is also ignored.

For either of the two response functions \texttt{ProcRespEvalEqList} or
\texttt{ProcRespEvalEqListNonZero} a semicolon delimited list of ordered
pairs is expected. If you want the student to give $k$ ordered pairs,
pass `\texttt{k;F-G}' as the \texttt{CorrAns} argument, see problems~4
and~5.

\newpage
\section{The quiz}

\begin{quiz}*{satisfyEqQuiz} The answers to each of the following problems are
ordered $n$-tuples: $(x,y)$ or $(x,y,z)$, for example $(1,2)$ or $(1,2,3)$.

\medskip\noindent
The first two problems use the \texttt{ProcRespEvalEq} response function.
\begin{questions}

\item\PTs{1} Enter a point that lies on the line $2x+3y=6$,
    one such point is $\RespBoxMath[\rectW{.75in}\textSize{0}]
        {2x+3y-6}(xy){1}{.0001}{\viidna}*{ProcRespEvalEq}
        \CorrAnsButton{various, such as (0,2)}$

\item\PTs{1} Enter a point on the plane $2x+3y+z=6$,
    one such point is $\RespBoxMath[\rectW{.75in}\textSize{0}]
        {2x+3y+z-6}(xyz){1}{.0001}{\viidna}*{ProcRespEvalEq}
        \CorrAnsButton{various, such as (3,0,0)}$

\pushquestions The next problem uses the \texttt{ProcRespEvalEqNonZero}
response function,  a variation on \texttt{ProcRespEvalEq}. Here, we
require all entries to be nonzero. \popquestions

\item\PTs{1} Enter a point that lies on the line $2x+3y=6$,
    one such point is $\RespBoxMath[\rectW{.75in}\textSize{0}]
        {2x+3y-6}(xy){1}{.0001}{\viidna}*{ProcRespEvalEqNonZero}
    \CorrAnsButton{various, such as (1,4/3)}$

\pushquestions The next two problems use response function \texttt{ProcRespEvalEqList} and
\texttt{ProcRespEvalEqListNonZero}. Here the student must enter multiple
points separated by a semicolon (;).
\popquestions


\item\PTs{2} List two points that are on the plane $2x+3y+z=6$. Separate
    your answers with a semi-colon, eg, \texttt{(1,2,3);(4,5,6)}.
    Zero entries are allowed.
\[
\RespBoxMath{2;2x+3y+z-6}(xyz){1}{0.0001}{\viidna}*{ProcRespEvalEqList}\kern1bp
\CorrAnsButton{various, such as (0,0,6);(0,2,0)}
\]

\item\PTs{2} List two points that are on the plane $2x+3y+z=6$. Separate
    your answers with a semicolon, eg, \texttt{(1,2,3);(4,5,6)}. No entry
    is allowed to be zero.
\[
\RespBoxMath{2;2x+3y+z-6}(xyz){1}{0.0001}{\viidna}*{ProcRespEvalEqListNonZero}\kern1bp
\CorrAnsButton{various, such as (1,1,1);(1,2,-2)}
\]

\end{questions}

\end{quiz}\quad\PointsField\currQuiz\CorrButton\currQuiz

\noindent Answers: \AnswerField\currQuiz\hfill
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